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aboveground On or above the surface of the ground.
Aboveground nuclear testing.

abroad Freely moving about.
Hospital inmates abroad on the streets of the town.

absentee One that is absent or not in residence.
Absentee pupils.

absenteeism Habitual absence from work.
High levels of absenteeism caused by low job motivation.

airway A tube for supplying air to a person’s lungs in an emergency.
He kept the man s airway clear and blood circulating.

away Out of the way especially away from one s thoughts.
Marie felt her distress ebbing away.

beating The act of inflicting corporal punishment with repeated blows.
Torture methods included beating.

by So as to go past.
A car flashed by on the other side of the road.

choke Cause to retch or choke.
We were the only team not to choke when it came to the crunch.

death The personification of death.
He had two deaths on his conscience.

defeatist A person who expects or is excessively ready to accept failure.
We have a duty not to be so defeatist.

dying (of a period of time) final; closing.
He visited his dying mother.

exclude Prevent from entering; keep out.
The cost for the trip excludes food and beverages.
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exhale Give off (vapour or fumes.
He exhaled the smoke towards the ceiling.

gone No longer available; consumed or used up.
An aunt of mine long since gone.

home At or to or in the direction of one s home or family.
Home is where the heart is.

immolation Killing or offering as a sacrifice.

mailing Mail sent by a sender at one time.
The postmark indicates the time of mailing.

obviate Avoid or prevent (something undesirable.
The presence of roller blinds obviated the need for curtains.

offstage Situated or taking place in the area of a stage not visible to the audience.
The offstage lives of celebrities.

omit Leave undone or leave out.
He was omitted from the second Test.

removal
The forcing of individuals or communities to leave their place of residence,
especially to move to ethnically homogeneous rural settlements.
Removal men.

remove
Remove something concrete as by lifting pushing or taking off or remove
something abstract.
He was removed from his teaching position.

skimming Failure to declare income in order to avoid paying taxes on it.
He recommended frequent skimming of the downwind sides of the ponds.

slay Be extremely impressive, stylish, or successful.
You slay me you really do.

stifle Suppress or constrain so as to lessen in intensity.
Those in the streets were stifled by the fumes.

suffocation The condition of being deprived of oxygen (as by having breathing stopped.
Prisoners told accounts of suffocations and shootings.

trial Of a horse dog or other animal compete in trials.
He had a fair trial and the jury found him guilty.
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